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Soviet and Chinese Criminal Dissent Laws:
Glasnost v. Tienanmen
By ZACH GEORGOPOULOS*
Member Class of 1991
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in the People's Republic of China (China) and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Soviet Union) have been dra-
matic. Because these two countries have similar political ideologies, a
comparative study of the imposition of criminal liability for political dis-
sent is timely. On April 8, 1989, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of
the Soviet Union enacted a decree which amended the law on criminal
liability for antistate crimes.' The Soviet press has heralded this decree
as a strong step towards democratization.2 The decree amends certain
criminal articles which restricted: (1) criticism of the Soviet state; (2)
advocacy of change in the Soviet state; and (3) the incitement of national
and racial enmity.3 These laws were amended again in August 1989.
In China, on June 4, 1989, the government crushed the pro-democ-
racy movement which had arisen that spring. Speeches by then Chair-
man of the Central Military Commission Deng Xiaoping and Party
General Secretary Jiang Zemin have suggested a return to harsh legal
* B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1986. This Note is dedicated to my father
and friends, and to the late Dr. Paul Seabury: persistent critics all.
1. Supreme Soviet Changes Anti-State Agitation Law, Foreign Broadcast Information
Service [hereinafter FBIS] Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Apr. 10, 1989, at 43.
2. PRAVDA Views Criminal Law Changes, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Apr. 11,
1989, at 41 [hereinafter PRAVDA].
3. Several articles of the Soviet Criminal Code have not changed recently, and the use of
these laws against political dissenters have been studied elsewhere. These include laws prohib-
iting "hooliganism," UK RSFSR art. 206, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, BAsic DOCUMENTs O.
THE SOVIET LEGAL SYSTEM 295, 371 (1983); "banditism," IR art. 77, reprinted in W.E.
BUTLER, supra, at 331-32; "mass disorders," Id art. 79, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra, at
332; and "organization of or active participation in group activities which violate public or-
der," Id art. 190(3), reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra, at 365-66. These laws continue to be
used to curtail political expression, though with less frequency under the Gorbachev regime.
Cf. DEP'T OF STATE, 101ST CONG., 1ST SESS., COUNTRY REPORTS ON HuMAN RIGhTS
PRACTICES FOR 1988, REPORTS SUBMITTED TO THE HOUSE COMM. ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS
1215-17 (Joint Comm. Print 1989).
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reprisals against political dissenters, reminiscent of measures adopted
under Chairman Mao.4 However, the extent to which the Soviet sub-
stantive changes and the Chinese theoretical modifications will affect the
actual implementation of criminal law as a method of political reprisal
remains to be seen.
Before embarking on a study of the Soviet and Chinese criminal
codes, it is helpful to examine the ideological precepts behind communist
law. One of the fundamental concepts of the communist state is "histori-
cal materialism." This concept defines history as a procession of stages
which comprise the continuous creation, satisfaction, and recreation of
human needs. The ultimate political and economic expression of histori-
cal materialism is the achievement of communism. 5 At various times,
communist leaders have claimed that their nations are at the stage of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, while on the inevitable historical path to-
wards communism.6 Nikita Khrushchev, Soviet premier from 1958 to
1964, once claimed that the Soviet Union would reach full communism
by 1981. 7 Current President Mikhail Gorbachev, judging from his eco-
nomic restructuring programs, seems content with the earlier Leninist
notion that the Soviet Union is in the industrial stage of building capital-
ism under socialist supervision.8 Thus, the Soviet Union appears to be in
Marxist limbo. In contrast, China steadfastly declares itself to be in the
stage of "the people's democratic dictatorship," 9 which is probably a va-
riation of the more doctrinaire dictatorship of the proletariat. 10
Historical materialism is important to the development of commu-
4. See 'Text' of Deng Xiaoping Speech Delivered 9 June, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June
27, 1989, at 8 [hereinafter Deng's Speech].
5. See generally A. GIDDENS, CAPITALISM AND MODERN SOCIAL THEORY: AN ANAL-
YSIS OF THE WRITINGS OF MARX, DURKHEIM AND MAX WEBER 18-24 (1971).
6. The dictatorship of the proletariat, a creation of class struggle, comprises the stage of
communist development leading to a classless society. Letter from Karl Marx to Joseph
Weydemeyer (Mar. 5, 1852), reprinted in part in THE MARX-ENGELS READER 220 (R. Tucker
2d ed. 1978).
7. N.S. Khruschov, On the Programme of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
Report to the 22d Cong. of the C.P.S.U. (Oct. 18, 1961), reprinted in THE ROAD TO COMMU-
NISM: DOCUMENTS OF THE 22D CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET
UNION, OCT. 17-31, 1961, at 195 (Moscow 1962) ("We base ourselves on strictly scientific
estimates, which indicate that we shall, in the main, have built a communist society within 20
years.").
8. See M. GORBACHEV, PERESTROIKA 11-12, 75-81 (1988).
9. P.R.C. CONST. art. 1.
10. S. LENG & H. CHIU, CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN POST-MAO CHINA: ANALYSIS AND Doc-
UMENTs, 41 (1985). For a doctrinaire definition of this term see supra note 6. See also Mao
Tsetung, On the People's Democratic Dictatorship, in SELECTED READINGS FROM THE WORKS
OF MAO TSETUNG 371 [hereinafter SELECTED READINGS] (1971) (the people's democratic
dictatorship seems to be justified by the political imperatives of re-educating (or destroying)
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nist law. The common concern of Chinese and Soviet leaders in codify-
ing criminal law has been that the inherent inequalities of non-
communist society, still present in earlier stages of communist develop-
ment, will become fixed by law.1 Each nation has handled this concern
in a unique way.
In the Soviet Union, the early Bolsheviks believed that law was a
system based on economic relationships and thus had a class basis. Law
was merely an instrument of the ruling class to control peasants and
proletarians, thereby keeping the ruling class in power.12 The commu-
nist, classless society, entailing the inevitable withering of the state,
would need no laws.'3
The problem for Soviet leaders has been what to do in the
meantime.' Generally, the historical trend in the Soviet Union has been
to redefine the purposes of the law, legitimizing its existence. 5 The
stated purposes of the current Soviet criminal code, identified by the Rus-
sian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR) Criminal Code are:
"the protection of the social system of the USSR... and the entire so-
cialist legal order against criminal infringements."16 The RSFSR Crimi-
nal Code, which is mimicked in almost all aspects by the other Soviet
states, proposes that punishment shall have the purpose of "reform[ing]
and re-educat[ing]... convicted persons in the spirit [and in] an honora-
ble attitude toward labor[;] ... [p]unishment shall not have the purpose
of causing physical suffering or lowering human dignity."' t7 This state-
ment indicates that law is no longer an instrument of control, but an
engine of institutional revolution. Thus, to brand someone a criminal
and then to re-educate that person is not tantamount to imposing the rule
of dne class over another. It is a method of insuring that a state of
classlessness is not interrupted.'"
Although the Soviets realized as early as Vladimir Ilyich Lenin's
sojourn (leader of the Soviet Union from 1917 through 1924) that the
withering of the state and of the law would not take place as planned,' 9
the bourgeoisie and reactionary elements of society, and educating the peasant class, in the
pursuit of a classless society.)
11. See S. LENG, JUSTICE IN COMMUNIST CHINA 56-58 (1967); see generally H. KELsEN,
THE COMMUNIST THEORY OF LAW 60-61 (1955).
12. R. CONQUEST, JUSTICE AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM IN THE U.S.S.R. 13 (1968).
13. IdL
14. See generally id at 13-21.
15. Id
16. UK RSFSR art. 1, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 295.
17. Id art. 20, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 300.
18. Cf K. CONQUEST, supra note 12, at 72-74.
19. Cf id. at 15.
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the Chinese have experimented with this notion only in the last decade.
Mao Zedong, Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party, and ruler of
China from 1949 through 1976, was a fervent believer in the continuous
revolution and scientific socialism, and refused to codify all but the most
mundane laws such as statutes governing marriage and divorce. Any
semblance of legal order was summarily destroyed in the period between
the late 1950s and Mao's death in 1976, in favor of massive campaigns to
restructure the social order. Maoist thought took primacy over legal
methodology and theory during the Anti-Rightist Campaign and the
Cultural Revolution. These programs were intended -to halt criticism of
the party and to impose Maoist values and norms upon the population
and society.20 Legal institutions, the judiciary, and public security or-
gans were all dismantled in favor of mass line law21 carried out by the
Red Guard.22 Justice was implemented on the spot, without even the
semblance or interference of legal procedure. 23 A continuing revolution
and a stable criminal legal system could not coexist since criminal laws
can only codify and legitimize values that are due for extinction upon the
attainment of the next stage of historical development.24 To have laws
which applied to all would make it impossible to root out reactionary
elements from Chinese society. Criminality had to be defined on a class
basis so that the correct level of one's guilt could be determined. 25 Essen-
tially, the terror taking place after most revolutions continued in China
for thirty years, until Mao's death.
In 1979 the Chinese criminal laws were codified. 26 Departing from
the lawlessness of Mao's mass campaigns, the government of Hua
Guafeng, Mao's immediate successor, and the subsequent government of
Deng Xiaoping, believed that socialist legality could be strengthened and
20. S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 16-18.
21. See Mao Tsetung, On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People, in
SELECTED READINGS, supra note 10, at 449-50 [hereinafter On the Handling of Contradic-
tions] (The mass line was the tool for suppressing counterrevolutionaries wherever found, and
correcting mistakes whenever discovered. The masses can learn through struggle, i.e., the "cor-
rection" of their "mistakes.")
22. See J. BRADY, JUSTICE AND POLITICS IN PEOPLE'S CHINA: LEGAL ORDER OR CON-
TINUING REVOLUTION? 193-95 (1982). The Red Guard was composed of students who fa-
vored Mao's party reforms. Id. at 192-93. Mao found them instrumental in reforming the
party bureaucracy without resorting to political or legal methods. See id. at 195-99; see also S.
LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 16-18.
23. See S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 17-18.
24. Cf J. BRADY, supra note 22, at 240.
25. See S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 21.
26. Id. at 35.
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the revolution could be better served by stability.27 These leaders con-
centrated on creating a socialist state, rather than on eradicating the old
order, by redefining the socialist struggle as an economic one and claim-
ing that class struggle had now ended.28 Stable laws were deemed neces-
sary to allow modem China to pursue its goals of economic restructuring
and to consolidate the socialist state.29
The study of criminal law in China and the Soviet Union begs a
fundamental question: whether these modem criminal codes are still a
tool for the creation of a particular public order or whether the goal is
now simply to protect the public from danger?
This Note will attempt to discern the possible future use of criminal
law as a means of suppressing political speech by discussing the criminal
law's substance and use in the past in the Soviet Union and in China.
Next, the Note will analyze similarities and differences in the current
political imperatives of both nations in relation to their criminal laws.
The Note will demonstrate that these political imperatives, combined
with the ideological heritage of law and politics, have had a tremendous
effect on the most recent changes in law.
II. SOVIET ANTISTATE CRIMES
A. The RSFSR Criminal Code: An Introduction
Soviet criminal law, and in particular the special part of the criminal
code which deals with the punishment of dissent and antistate crimes,
has undergone numerous phases. These phases include the use of the law
under Lenin as a tool to create and to stabilize communist order," to
create a new social order under Stalin,31 and to keep the peace in more
modem times.32 The Soviet antistate criminal law has been a pliable
tool, sufficiently vague and all encompassing to be used effectively as a
deterrent or advisory force in the accomplishment of the Soviet govern-
ment's most current concerns.3 3
This Note is primarily concerned with the first chapter of the special
part of the RSFSR Criminal Code. This chapter, titled "Crimes Against
the State," is divided into two sections: (I) Especially Dangerous Crimes
27. C. WING-HUNG Lo, THE LEGAL SYSTEM AND CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY OF IN-
TELLECTUALS IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 12-13 (1985).
28. S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 35-36.
29. Id at 37.
30. See R. CONQUEST, supra note 12, at 15.
31. See Id. at 15-17.
32. See id. at 19-21.
33. Cf J. HAZARD, MANAGING CHANGE IN THE USSR 132-35 (1982).
1991]
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Against the State, and (II) Other Crimes Against the State. 4 Although
this chapter remained relatively unchanged until April 1989, these head-
ings were enacted in 1958 and replaced the original titles "counterrevolu-
tionary crimes," and "crimes against the administrative order of special
danger to the USSR."35 The term "counterrevolutionary" is rarely used
in current Soviet legal terminology, for it would imply the existence of
bourgeois elements in a state which has long since freed itself of such
recidivist notions.36
B. Anti-Soviet Agitation and Propaganda
The most widely used articles of the RSFSR Criminal Code for the
suppression of dissent37 are entitled "[a]nti-Soviet [a]gitation and
[p]ropaganda" (article 70),38 and "dissemination of deliberate
fabrications besmirching the Soviet state and social system" (article 190-
1).19 These articles are infamous for the intentional vagueness and the
dogmatic precepts of their wording, which allow them to be used indis-
criminately. 4' Until recently, article 70 stated that:
Agitation or propaganda conducted for the purpose of subverting or
weakening Soviet power or of committing individually especially dan-
gerous crimes against the state, the spreading for the same purposes of
slanderous fabrications defaming the Soviet state and social system,
and likewise the spreading or manufacture or keeping for the same
purposes of literature of such content, shall be punished by deprivation
of freedom ... with or without exile .... The same actions committed
by a person previously convicted for especially dangerous crimes
against the state, and likewise committed in wartime, shall be punished
by deprivation of freedom .... 4
1
Because of its form, article 70 has previously been instrumental in silenc-
ing particular dissidents, authors, and critics of the Soviet system.42 As
with other Soviet codes used to silence dissent, the effectiveness of article
70 lies in its vagueness, which allows prosecution according to the impor-
34. UK RSFSR arts. 64 to 88-2, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 328-35.
35. R. CONQUEST, supra note 12, at 86.
36. Cf H. BERMAN, SOVIET CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE: THE RSFSR CODES
136-37 (1966).
37. Feldbrugge, Law and Political Dissent in the Soviet Union, in CONTEMPORARY SO-
VIET LAW 60 (1974).
38. UK RSFSR art. 70, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 330.
39. Id. art. 190-1, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 365.
40. See Feldbrugge, supra note 37, at 59-65.
41. UK RSFSR art. 70, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 330.
42. See Feldbrugge, supra note 37, at 59-63.
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tance the state currently gives any particular type of dissent.43
In the current era of glasnost," state paranoia of criticism has been
markedly reduced and many open critiques have been allowed that previ-
ously, under article 70, would have been criminal.4" From a human
fights perspective the widespread reports of the new openness have been
encouraging,' but from a legal viewpoint progress has been ambivalent.
Throughout 1988 there were reports that article 70 was to be revised
substantially.4 7 The fact that there had been arrests under article 70, but
no actual convictions in 1988, was seen as evidence of this forthcoming
substantial revision."
The April Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet was there-
fore disappointing. The earlier definition of agitation and propaganda
was replaced with:
Public calls for the overthrow of the Soviet state and social system or
for its change by methods contrary to the USSR Constitution, or for
obstructing the execution of Soviet laws for the purpose of undermin-
ing the USSR political and economic system, and equally the prepara-
tion for purposes of dissemination or the actual dissemination of
material containing such calls. ....9
Such crimes became punishable by up to three years imprisonment, or up
to seven years if repeated or committed by "an organized group of per-
sons or involving the use of technical means designed or adapted for
large print runs." 0 If the crimes were "committed on instructions from
organizations abroad or their representatives or involv[ed] the use of ma-
terial assets or technical means received from the aforementioned organi-
zations," punishment was from three to ten years imprisonment.51 While
punishments for first offenders are less harsh than those provided for in
the 1958 version of the article, penalties have been added concerning
group efforts and the yield of the offender's printing equipment, which
conceivably could include even a photocopy machine.5 2 These previ-
43. See id. at 61-63; cf FL BERMAN, supra note 36, at 133-34.
44. See M. GORBACHEV, supra note 8, at 61. Glasnost ("openness") is a policy of fostering
criticism and knowledge of the workings of government.
45. COMM'N ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE, REFOM AND HUMAN
RIGHTS: THE GORBACHEV RECORD, CSCE Doc. No. 30, 100th Cong., 2d Sss. 25 (1988).
46. See id passim.
47. DEP'T OF STATE, supra note 3, at 1216.
48. Id at 1216.
49. Decree Amending Law on Criminal Liability Published, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet
Union, Apr. 11, 1989, at 40 [hereinafter Decree].
50. Id
51. Id
52. Anti-State Crimes--What Has Changed?, SOVIET ANALYST, May 13, 1989, at 7.
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ously unprovided for transgressions indicate that the purpose in revising
the law may simply have been to address the regime's concerns that dis-
sent is becoming more organized and more efficient than in the past.
While recent samizdat (unofficial) publications have been allowed a
considerable amount of freedom to criticize the government and to circu-
late this criticism, continuing evidence exists that certain of these publi-
cations are not welcome.53 For example, approximately one year before
the publication of the revision of article 70, on May 19, 1988, the offices
of the samizdat publication Glasnost were raided by the KGB, the editors
arrested, and all computers, printers, and typewriters seized.5 4 Under
the April 1989 statute, the possession of a typewriter, computer, and
printer would be enough to increase an agitator's sentence from three to
seven years, or perhaps ten if it is found that such equipment was sent
from abroad.5 5 The fact that Glasnost editor Sergei Grygoryants was not
convicted under article 70 was not necessarily evidence that the law was
slated for obsolescence, but may have been a calculated warning that,
after the forthcoming revisions, agitators would not be so fortunate.
The April revisions of article 70 and other antistate crimes were her-
alded by the Soviet press as a step towards democratization and the
building of a rule-of-law state.56 A pertinent criticism of the revised arti-
cle 70 was that it remained vague enough to be abused.5 According to
some sources, the inclusion of the word "violent" to qualify the "over-
throw of the.., state" would give the article a much narrower interpre-
tation.58 The reference in the statute to calls for change contrary to the
Constitution is relatively meaningless, since the only provision for
change in that document is by amendment by the Supreme Soviet.5 9
Thus, any call for change not initiated as a formal effort of the Supreme
Soviet to amend the constitution could conceivably be considered illegal.
The People's Congress of Deputies, a new elective body which con-
vened for the first time after the April Decree, and the Supreme Soviet,
heeded these concerns over the vagueness contained in article 70 and
altered the law again in August 1989 to read:
Public calls for the violent overthrow or change of the Soviet state and
53. DEP'T OF STATE, supra note 3, at 1220-21.
54. Secret Police Break into GLASNOST Office, GLASNOST, Mar.-May 1989, at 4.
55. Practically all of the present day samizdat publications are produced using donated
technology from the West. See Anti-State Crimes-What Has Changed?, supra note 52.
56. PRAVDA, supra note 2, at 41.
57. Anti-State Crimes-What Has Changed?, supra note 52, at 7.
58. Id.
59. KONST. SSSR art. 174.
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social system, which is consolidated by the USSR Constitution, and
also the spread of material of such a content with this aim-
Are punishable by deprivation of liberty for a period of up to 3 years or
by a fine ....
The same actions committed repeatedly or by an organized group of
persons are punishable by deprivation of liberty for a period of up to 7
years or by a fine ....
Actions, provided for by the parts of the first or second present article,
committed at the bidding of foreign organizations or their representa-
tives are punishable by deprivation of liberty of a period of up to 10
years.
60
Aside from the inclusion of the word "violent," the use of technical
means as an aggravating circumstance was removed, at the suggestion of
the People's Congress of Deputies.6 1 The overall result of these changes
is a milder statute, aimed at criminal responsibility for incendiaries
rather than criticism of the system.
C. Dissemination of Deliberate Fabrications Besmirching the Soviet
State and Social System
Another Criminal Code article aimed at suppression of state criti-
cism, article 190-1,42 was altered by the April 1989 Decree of the Presid-
ium of the Supreme Soviet along with article 70. Previously, in its 1968
incarnation, article 190-1 stated that:
The systematic circulation in oral form of fabrications known to be
false which defame the Soviet state and social system, and likewise the
manufacture or circulation in written, printed, or other form of works
of the same content, shall be punished by deprivation of freedom for a
term of up to three years, or by correctional tasks for a term of up to
two years, or by a fine of up to three hundred rubles.
63
Article 190-1 falls under chapter nine of the special part of the
Criminal Code, and is considered a "crime against the system of adminis-
tration."" In the past, it has been generally used in the same way as
article 70, without requiring a specific anti-Soviet purpose.6 5 To be
guilty, one did not need to intend to inflame passions against the state or
60. Text of Criminal Law, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Aug. 4, 1989, at 29.
61. See Further on Law on State Crimes, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Aug. 1, 1989, at
37.
62. See Feldbrugge, supra note 37, at 63-65.
63. UK RSFSR art. 190-1, reprinted in W.E. BuTLr, supra note 3, at 365.
64. Id
65. Feldbrugge, supra note 37, at 63-64.
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even intend any harm in making a critique of state organs. 6 Further,
since oral fabrications are enough to qualify as being harmful to the sys-
tem of administration, this article covers the gamut of expressive media.
Penalties for article 190-1 transgressions are less severe than those under
article 70, perhaps because the danger to the state is proportionately
smaller.67 Again, the very vagueness of this Code, which does not define
defamation, indicates that whatever depth of meaning the authorities
wish to assign to the article can be implemented.6" Currently, under
Gorbachev's tenure, perhaps because the government considers the crim-
inality of an undefined act to be inauspicious, article 190-1 was rewritten
as article 11(1) of the USSR law "On Criminal Liability for State
Crimes" to be more specific:
The public insulting or [discreditation] of the USSR supreme organs of
state power and government, other state organs constituted or elected
by the USSR Congress of People's Deputies or the USSR Supreme
Soviet, or officials appointed, elected, or approved in office by the
USSR Congress of People's Deputies or the USSR Supreme Soviet, or
public organizations and their all-Union organs constituted according
to law and acting in conformity with the USSR Constitution-is pun-
ishable by deprivation of freedom for a period of up to 3 years or a fine
of up to R2000.
69
The structure of this provision, far from being a harbinger of glas-
nost, could in its very explicitness, broaden the horizons for repression of
public opinion. The article still does not define defamation. Further, the
prerequisite that such utterances be knowingly false has been removed.
Thus, whereas previously one could be sentenced for simply lying about
the Soviet state apparatus, a question now arises whether one could be
sentenced for criticizing a particular minister or governmental body for
the ineptitude of a government program. 70 Thus, although criticism of
bureaucracy has flourished recently, there is a dividing line under glas-
nost between criticism and discreditation. However, because there exists
no legal definition of discreditation,71 the authorities can apply this law
66. Id at 63-64.
67. See Feldbrugge, supra note 37, at 63-64 (article 190-1 is a less heavy-handed way of
dealing with the same transgressions covered by article 70). See generally R. CONQUEST, supra
note 12, at 76-77.
68. See Feldbrugge, supra note 37, at 63-65.
69. Decree, supra note 49, at 40. Although the original translation uses the word "defa-
mation" rather than "discreditation," the author has chosen to use the word "discreditation"
because later translated references to the article use the word "discreditation." See infra notes
71-74 and accompanying text.
70. Legal Expert Interviewed, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Apr. 19, 1989, at 79.
71. Yakovlev, The Difficulties of Law Making: Some Thoughts Concerning a New Decree
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arbitrarily to any criticism, perhaps even that invited by the authorities,
which oversteps the undefined boundaries of glasnost.
Like the April 1989 revision of article 70, the rewording of article
190-1 was at first heralded as a step towards democratization.n Despite
the tenor of the law, however, the Soviet press criticized the amended
version of article 11-1 because it contained no definition of discredita-
tion.73 The vagueness of the wording could lead to uncertainty as to
whether criticism in the official Soviet press would be criminal.74 Appar-
ently the People's Congress of Deputies agreed with this assessment.
Rather than re-editing the new article 11-1, the Congress rescinded it on
June 9, 1989.7 1 Perhaps regretting this drastic reversal, the Supreme So-
viet has since passed new laws protecting the recently created office of
President from insult and slander.76 This action followed within weeks
of President Gorbachev's being booed and jeered during the 1990 May
Day parade in Moscow.
77
D. Practical Application of the April Decree of the Presidium
An illuminating insight into the motives behind the enactment of
the April Decree, and its intended application, can be obtained by exam-
ining some events taking place at the time of its introduction. In early
April 1989 nationalist groups in the Baltic Republic of Georgia protested
for Georgia's secession from the Soviet Union." General strikes ensued
in that republic in support of the movement, and protests continued de-
spite Soviet Army attempts to calm the crowds by rolling tanks through
them. 79 On April 9, 1989, while the Presidium passed its decree on anti-
state crimes, Soviet special forces marched into the thick of a hunger
strike in the Georgian capital, Tbilisi, armed with sharpened shovels,
clubs, and nerve gas, killing an officially estimated twenty civilians.'
Unofficial estimates bring the death toll closer to forty, with thousands of
of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, Moscow News, Apr. 23-30 (Weekly No. 16),
1989, at 2, col. 5.
72. See PRAVDA, supra note 2, at 41.
73. Chernichenko & Poltoranin, Can I Have the Floor? Vague Wording May Hurt Jour-
nalists, Moscow News, Apr. 23-30 (Weekly No. 16), 1989, at 2, col. 4.
74. Id
75. Law on State Crimes Considered, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Aug. 1, 1989, at 36.
76. San Francisco Chron., May 22, 1990, at A15, col. 3.
77. Id
78. San Francisco Exam., Apr. 9, 1989, at Al, col. 3.
79. Id
80. Georgian Commission on 9 Apr. Tbilisi Events Meets, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union,
June 22, 1989, at 48, 50 [hereinafter Georgian Commission]. See Gudava, The Tragedy of Geor-
gia, GLASNOST, May-July 1989, at 4-10 [hereinafter Tragedy of Georgia].
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injuries and untold deaths due to nerve gas poisoning over the ensuing
weeks." The April Decree of the Presidium82 was published in Izvestiya,
an official daily newspaper, on April 11, 1989.83 While the dust settled in
Tbilisi, another government paper, Pravda, warned that the authorities
would not hesitate to use the new laws to jail leaders of movements
which sought to "undermin[e] the Soviet state."'84 Conversely, Pravda
then denied that "the adoption of the new decree is to be regarded as a
deviation from the line of humanizing and democratizing legislation" of
recent years.85
Statistics detailing the use of the new laws are not available, but
from scattered news reports it can be determined that a rushed crack-
down did occur within days after the Tbilisi massacre. 86 According to
Izvestiya, 464 people were arrested for curfew violations and unofficial
reports claim that protest leaders were sentenced to prison terms in hasty
trials conducted without legal representation. 87 It appears that these dis-
senters were sentenced by a zealous state, eager to try out its new laws,
for either publicly calling for the overthrow of the Soviet state, or for
publicly insulting the local Soviet institutions of control.
E. Violation of National and Racial Equality
The Tbilisi massacre, which by some accounts was deliberately engi-
neered by top Soviet leadership, 88 illustrates one of the greatest problems
faced today by Soviet lawmakers: keeping order in the rebellious repub-
lics and suppressing real or imagined danger to the Soviet state.89 Per-
haps in hopes that one day such problems could be solved through the
judicial system rather than with force, Soviet authorities enacted Article
74 of the Criminal Code, titled "Violation of National and Racial Equal-
ity," which provides that:
Propaganda or agitation for the purpose of arousing racial or national
hostility or dissension, and likewise the direct or indirect restriction of
81. Tragedy of Georgia, supra note 80, at 7.
82. See supra text accompanying notes 49 and 69.
83. Decree, supra note 49, at 40.
84. PRAVDA, supra note 2, at 42.
85. Id.
86. San Francisco Chron., Apr. 12, 1989, at All, col. 2.
87. Id at All, col. 2; A14, col. 6.
88. See Tragedy of Georgia, supra note 80, passim. Cf Georgian Commission, supra note
80,passim (the results of the commission seem to show that various Soviet leaders are directly
responsible for the bloodshed in Georgia, but stop short of naming specific political figures).
89. For an overview of the extent of the nationalities problem, see Lapidus, Gorbachev's
Nationalities Problem, FOREIGN AFF., Fall 1989, at 92; see also Brzezinski, Post-Communist
Nationalism, FOREIGN AFF., Winter 1989-90, at 1.
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rights or the establishment of direct or indirect privileges for citizens
depending on their racial or national affiliation, shall be punished by
deprivation of freedom for a term of from six months to three years or
by exile for a term of from two to five years.
90
Under article 74, leaders and vocal participants in nationalist move-
ments are usually arrested and charged in crackdowns after martial law
is declared in a particular region.91 Coverage of human rights abuses in
the Soviet republics are littered with reports of job losses, detention, and
sentencing of people who have incited discord between nationalities.92
The April Decree of the Presidium also altered article 74. The formerly
vague terms "propaganda or agitation" were replaced by more clear cut
formulations: "deliberate actions aimed at inciting national or racial en-
mity or dissension, degrading national honor and dignity, and any direct
or indirect restriction on the rights or establishment of direct or indirect
privileges for citizens depending on their race or nationality ....
Racial intransigence is now rewarded with a greater variety of pun-
ishments. The common offense elicits up to three years imprisonment or
a fine of up to 2000 rubles, while the "same actions, when combined with
violence, fraud, or threats or when committed by officials" are punish-
able by up to five years of imprisonment or a fine of up to 5000 rubles.94
If actions falling within the article are committed by a group or if the
actions "involv[e] loss of human life or other grave consequences," they
are punishable by up to ten years imprisonment.95
The new element of punishment for officials is laudable, but there is
little evidence that officials involved in the Tbilisi events or in any other
act of nationalist suppression have been punished.96 The overall tenor of
article 74 suggests that it seeks to protect the various nationalities of the
Soviet Union from discrimination, either by officials or from each other.
However, more often than not, the law has been invoked as a method to
90. UK RSFSR art. 74, reprinted in W.E. BUTLER, supra note 3, at 331.
91. See generally 1 USSR NEws BRIEF, HUMAN RIGHTS (C. Lubarsky ed. 1989); 2 USSR
NEws BRIEF, HUMAN RIGrHTS (C. Lubarsky ed. 1989); 4 USSR NEws BRIEF, HuMAN
RIGHTS (C. Lubarsky ed. 1989); 5/6 USSR NEws BRIEF, HUMAN RIGHTS (C. Lubarsky ed.
1989) (reports generally show that where martial law is declared to check nationalist strife,
leaders of movements are charged under article 74 while others are simply detained for violat-
ing curfews).
92. See generally supra note 91 and accompanying text
93. Decree, supra note 49, at 40.
94. Id
95. Id
96. See Georgian Commission, supra note 80, passim (commission traces responsibility for
the Tbilisi massacre to high authorities, but fails to suggest prosecution of any officials).
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quell the political ambitions of nationalist elements.97 All Republics, ac-
cording to the Soviet Constitution, have the right to request secession.98
Though political in nature and directed at Soviet authorities, a secession
request can conceivably be criminal if it is construed as somehow imping-
ing upon or threatening another nationality's rights. For instance, in
Georgia, where secessionist sympathies have reached a critical level, a
Moscow backed group of Abkhazian separatists need only appeal to
Moscow for separation from Georgia and independent status as a new
Republic.99 Then under the pretext of resolving an ethnic conflict, Soviet
authorities can declare martial law. Once martial law is established, the
Soviets can determine the root cause of the unrest to be the demands of
Georgian nationalist malcontents. The political question of Georgia's se-
cession from the Soviet Union is obfuscated while attention focuses on
resolving interethnic strife."°°
Thus, while the added element of deliberacy may seem to make arti-
cle 74 less subject to abuse, the authorities could conceivably manufac-
ture the requisite intent. Some Soviet observers feel that the Soviet
Union is playing a game of divide and conquer in the independent repub-
lics.101 As long as a region is plagued with interethnic conflict, it is rare
that such people will unite against an infinitely more powerful enemy." 2
III. CHINESE COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY LAW
A. The Chinese Criminal Code
The Chinese criminal codes have remained unchanged since their
inception in 1979. In China, the question of concern is thus whether the
current use of criminal codes against political dissenters evinces an abuse
of judicial process. A current analysis is warranted in light of legal devel-
opments transpiring after the Tienanmen Square massacre of political
97. For an earlier example of such use of the law, see H. BERMAN, JUSTICE IN RUSsIA 48
(1950).
98. KONST. SSSR art. 72.
99. See generally Tragedy of Georgia, supra note 80, at 8 (the Tbilisi massacre was
preceeded by such an appeal to Moscow).
100. See Georgian Leader Rejects Abkhaz Secession Bid, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union,
Apr. 3, 1989, at 71; Georgians Protest Secession Demand, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Apr.
3, 1989, at 72 (the general impression created by the Soviet press concerning events in Georgia
leading to the April 9 crackdown is that Georgian majority protests were an obstructive re-
sponse to Abkhaz bids for admittance as a Soviet state separate from Georgia, rather than a
political bid for secession from the USSR).
101. See generally Tragedy of Georgia, supra note 80, passim; Brzezinski, supra note 89, at
15.
102. See Tragedy of Georgia, supra note 80, at 7-8.
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protesters on June 4, 1989.103
The world media has reported the arrests and death sentences of
Chinese pro-democracy protesters. However, the judicial process by
which these people have been sentenced has been shrouded in confu-
sion.' ° Due to this lack of clarity, press reports of arrests and sentenc-
ing during and after the pro-democracy protests provide most of the
information available detailing the use of the criminal code for political
purposes, especially those codes relating to counterrevolutionary activity.
The Chinese government prefers to avoid blatantly political sentenc-
ing in favor of accusations of disturbance of public order and disorderly
conduct.105 Substantively, the Chinese counterrevolutionary codes are
not inclusive of actual dissent, but instead tend to focus on the counter-
revolutionary's physical acts.'0 6 Thus, counterrevolutionary offenses
tend to center on spying, 0 7 subversion,108 traitorous activities, 1°9 and
other specific violent acts motivated by a desire to disrupt party and state
control over society. 110 Article 102 of the Criminal Code is comparable
to the Soviet laws on dissent, though it is even less specific:
Whoever with a counterrevolutionary purpose commits any of the fol-
lowing acts shall be sentenced to not more than five years of fixed-term
imprisonment, criminal detention, control or deprivation of political
rights; ringleaders or others whose crimes are monstrous shall be sen-
tenced to not less than five years of fixed-term imprisonment:
1. Inciting the masses to resist or to sabotage the implementation
of China's laws or decrees;
2. Through counterrevolutionary slogans, leaflets or other means
propagandizing for and inciting the overthrow of the political power of
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the socialist system.
I
The vague wording of article 102 leaves ample room for judicial
abuse and suppression of political dissent. 12 Aside from invoking coun-
103. For an overview of the events of June 4, 1989, see San Francisco Exam., Jun. 4, 1989,
at A25, col. 1. For a political analysis see Lord, China and America: Beyond the Big Chill,
FOREIGN AFR. 1989, at 2-6.
104. See infra note 165 and accompanying text.
105. See J. COPPER, F. MICHAEL & Y. Wu, HUMAN RIGHTS IN POST-MAo CHINA 105
(1985).
106. C. WING-HUNG Lo, supra note 27, at 37.
107. THE CRIMINAL LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA [hereinafter P.R.C.
CRIm. LAW] art. 97, reprinted in 73 J. CaiM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 138, 154 (1982).
108. Id arts. 92-93, at 153-54.
109. Id art. 93, at 154.
110. Id. arts. 90-104, at 153-56.
111. Id art. 102, at 155.
112. Cf S. LENG & H. Cmu, supra note 10, at 125.
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terrevolutionary crimes and crimes endangering the public security, Chi-
nese authorities can exert further arbitrary control over any given
political act by relying on Criminal Code article 79:
A crime that is not expressly provided for in the Special Provisions of
this law may be determined and punished by reference to the most
closely analogous article of the Special Provisions of this Law, but the
matter must be submitted to the Supreme People's Court for
approval.'
13
This creation of a crime through analogy has been widely used to quell
political dissent in the past, and there exists no guarantee that it could
not be used now.
114
B. Counterrevolutionary Law During and After Mao
To understand changes taking place in Chinese criminal law since
June 1989, it is necessary to review the recent history of laws pertaining
to counterrevolutionaries. The Constitution of the People's Republic of
China provides that the suppression of "treasonable and other counter-
revolutionary activities" is a central task of the Marxist-Leninist state. 1i
The tools of suppression are the Part II "Special Provisions" found in
Chapter I: Crimes of the Counterrevolution of the Chinese Criminal
Code.'
16
The importance of being branded a counterrevolutionary, as op-
posed to an ordinary citizen who criticizes the regime, lies in the greater
criminal culpability for the counterrevolutionary's acts.1 17 Such classifi-
cation can be understood by looking at varying degrees of intent. While
an ordinary citizen who joins in a riot might be deemed misguided or
insane, a counterrevolutionary is one who is acting distinctly to "endan-
ger[ ] ... the People's Republic of China... with the goal of overthrow-
ing the political power of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the
socialist system ... ."11
Nevertheless, under Maoist principles, crimes of counterrevolution
took on an abstract element of gravity since counterrevolutionaries were
113. P.R.C. CRiM. LAW art. 79, supra note 107, at 152.
114. See S. LENG & H. CHIu, supra note 10, at 27, 129. One of the most notorious criminal
cases employing the principle of analogy was the trial of Wei Jingsheng in 1979. See C. WINO-
HUNG Lo, supra note 26, at 103-04.
115. P.R.C. CONST. art. 28.
116. See P.R.C. CRim. LAW arts. 90-104, at 153-56.
117. See On the Correct Handling of Contradictions, supra note 21, at 435-36 ("Law-break-
ing elements among the people will be punished according to law ...... Counterrevolutiona-
ries, by virtue of being "enemies" of the people, are not afforded such luxury).
118. P.R.C. CiuM. LAW art. 90, at 152.
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categorized as "enemies" of the state and the revolution."19 Under the
principle of the "two categories of contradiction," 120 a "contradiction"
(crime) "among people" was treated much more leniently than a "con-
tradiction between the people and the enemies." 12 ' With the exception of
proletarians, peasants, and soldiers, classification as a "person" was far
from assured."2 Nevertheless, if the crime constituted a great enough
threat to the political order, the actor would be deemed counterrevolu-
tionary, and the accused would be punished as an enemy of the people.123
Essentially, the policy of two contradictions was Mao's method of
differentiating and resolving class conflicts: conflicts among the people to
be dealt with by the "method of democracy"; conflicts with the enemy by
the "method of dictatorship.""2 " The method of dictatorship by which
enemies were tried and punished was, 2 ' by Mao's admission, more harsh
than the method of democracy, and had the purpose of suppressing or
destroying particular classes of people.
126
When Deng assumed leadership, he replaced the concept of two cat-
egories of contradiction with the principle that "all are equal before the
law."' 27 The point of criminal law is no longer to destroy the enemies of
socialism, but to apply the law equally and according to an objective
crininal code. 2 ' Thus, in the application of the law and in the use of the
criminal justice system, the two categories of contradictions are no
longer an official consideration. The result is the depoliticization of the
criminal law.'2 9 Even those punished under the counterrevolutionary ar-
ticles of the Criminal Code are to be afforded a fair trial under the crimi-
nal procedure and criminal laws. 130
119. See J. BRADY, supra note 22, at 158-61.
120. The discussion in this Note of the two categories of contradiction is of necessity vague,
oversimplified, and confusing. The concept of contradictions, the product of Hegelian dialec-
tic, is far too complicated a topic to be covered entirely for the purposes of this note. See Mao
Tsetung, On Contradiction, in SELECTED READINGS, supra note 10, at 85 passim; see also On
the Correct Handling of Contradictions, supra note 21, at 432 passim.
121. C. WiNG-HUNG Lo, supra note 27, at 31-33.
122. Id. at 32.
123. Michael, Law: A Tool of Power, in HUMAN RiGHTS iN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA 42 (1988).
124. On the Correct Handling of Contradictions, supra note 21, at 438-42; S. LENG & H.
CHiu, supra note 10, at 10. See infra note 150 and accompanying text.
125. S. LENG & H. CHIu, supra note 10, at 10.
126. Id at 21.
127. C. WiNG-HING Lo, supra note 27, at 32.
128. Id at 32-33.
129. .kd at 33.
130. See generally id. at 38-39.
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C. The Maoist Trend In Counterrevolutionary Law After Tienanmen
The theory of the two categories of contradiction, however, may not
be as dormant as sinologists believe. On June 9, 1989, shortly after the
June 4 Tienanmen massacre, Deng Xiaoping delivered an important pol-
icy speech, which outlined the official government position on the pro-
democracy movement and hinted at the criminal responsibility of partici-
pants.13 1 The correct classification of the event, as Deng took pains to
explain, was a "turmoil" turned "counterrevolutionary rebellion."
132
The interesting point in Deng's speech is that two elements were involved
in the movement: "ordinary people who are unable to distinguish be-
tween right and wrong" and "a rebellious clique and a large number of
dregs of society, who want to topple our country and overthrow our
party.'
133
This clique surprisingly is not comprised of university students, but
rather a "handful of bad people... mixed with so many young students
and onlookers."' 134 According to Deng, this handful of bad people seek
two things: "[o]ne is to topple the Communist Party, and the other is to
overthrow the socialist system. Their goal is to establish a totally West-
ernized vassalage bourgeois republic."' 135 Their participation in the pro-
democracy movement is counterrevolutionary in intent, as opposed to
the legitimate but apparently confused desire of the "people" who seek to
"combat corruption."1 36
If the differentiation between bad people and innocent people in
Deng's speech holds any kinship to Mao's principle of two categories of
contradictions, then most students will be categorized as ordinary people.
As ordinary people, the students should not be punished as harshly as
enemies, even though they comprised the bulk of the pro-democracy
leadership.' 37 Those who are deemed counterrevolutionaries (whose
identities are not revealed) will most likely be executed or given inordi-
nately long sentences. While Deng refrained from using the word "en-
emy" in his speech, the overall tenor elicited the impression that the
"handful of bad people" are indeed such. Deng implied an impending
return to Maoist principles, as he praised the efforts of veteran party
131. See Deng's Speech, supra note 4, at 8.





137. See infra note 171 and accompanying text.
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comrades who helped ascertain the nature of the incident,"' 8 and ex-
horted the Maoist concepts of social indoctrination:
I once told foreigners that our worst omission of the past 10 years was
in education. What I meant was political education, and this does not
apply to schools and young students alone, but to the masses as a
whole. We have not said much about plain living and enterprising
spirit .. 3.. 9
Deng lamented the fact that the people's lack of political education
has led to the lax application of the four cardinal principles,'" which in
turn created the pro-democracy movement as the "confrontation be-
tween the four cardinal principles and bourgeois liberalization."' 41 To
avoid a similar confrontation in the future, party officials have continu-
ously published Deng's speech and urged all citizens to study it.'42
Deng's apparent return to the formerly abandoned principles of so-
cial structuring has been taken to heart by party officials. On June 29,
1989, Jiang Zemin, General Secretary Zhao Ziyang's replacement and
Deng's heir apparent,'4 3 expounded on Deng's speech by promising se-
vere punishment for counterrevolutionary rebels who are to be shown
"not an iota of forgiveness."'" In Jiang's speech, these counterrevolu-
tionaries were officially acknowledged as "enemies of the people." '45
Students and others' who are not counterrevolutionaries, according to
Jiang, should be given "ideological education" rather than severe punish-
ment. 47 Chinese jurists have also found great significance in Deng's
speech, and think it is imperative to bring Chinese legal thought in line
138. Deng's Speech, supra note 4, at 8.
139. Id at 9-10. The last words are probably a reference to a speech given in 1949, in which
Mao cautioned that even the most hardened Communists may be defeated by "sugar-coated
bullets," ie., the flattery of the bourgeoisie. Mao Tsetung, Preserve the Style of Plain Living
and Hard Struggle, in SELECTED READINGS, supra note 10, at 362.
140. The four cardinal principles, to which most Chinese political decisions adhere, are the
Socialist Road, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the leadership of the Communist party, and
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong thought. S. LaNG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 53.
141. Deng's Speech, supra note 4, at 9.
142. See Jurists Study Speech, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 21, 1989, at 10. See generally
Central State Organs Study Deng's Speech, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 22, 1989, at 23-24;
Lawyers Study Deng's Speech, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 22, 1989, at 24; Others Study
Speech, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 22, 1989, at 24-25.
143. N.Y. Times, Sept. 18, 1989, at Al, col. 6 (nat'l ed.).
144. Id, Jun. 30, 1989, at A4, col. 1 (nat'l ed.).
145. Id at A4, col. 2.
146. The "others" referred to by Jiang are probably the "people who are unable to distin-
guish right from wrong" in Deng's Speech, supra note 4, at 8.
147. N.Y. Times, Jun. 30, 1989, at A4, col. 1 (nat'l ed.).
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with Deng's. 4 Alignment entails a proper understanding of the two
categories of contradiction by the courts and gearing the legal system
towards crushing counterrevolutionaries. 14 9
Jiang's differentiation between education and punishment is consis-
tent with the principle of handling contradictions. According to Mao,
counter revolutionary enemies were to be handled by "repressive" use of
the law (the method of dictatorship), while "people" were merely "per-
suaded" to change their minds (the method of democracy). 150 Such a
classist emphasis of the law led to a court system which spent its time
teaching ideology and morality under the direct tutelage of the party.151
Thus, law became a political tool to further Mao's continuing revolution
and the fate of the accused became uncertain since it was tied to one's
progress in sociopolitical reform, as well as one's initial standing as a
person or enemy.
152
D. Impact of the Return of Two Categories of Contradiction
'China's return to the legal principle of two categories of contradic-
tion will naturally have a substantial political effect on the application of
criminal law. Reports of arrests and sentencing after the Tienanmen
crackdown have been vague and generally do not mention the use of par-
ticular criminal statutes. 153 Therefore, an attempt must be made to dis-
cern from the harshness of the punishment of particular categories of
criminals just what class is considered an enemy in a political and legal
sense, and for what reason.
The first death sentence associated with the pro-democracy move-
ment took place early in the conflict, on May 5, 1989. A worker, Wang
Jun, was sentenced to death for throwing bricks and stones at police and
government buildings, setting fire to buses and cars, and participating in
looting during the April 22 demonstrations in Xian City sparked by the
death of Hu Yaobang.154 Since this sentencing took place long before
148. See Jurists Study Speech, supra note 142, at 10; see also Supreme Court Issues Circular
on Speedy Trials, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 21, 1989, at 15-16 (providing guidelines for the
people's courts in prosecuting counterrevolutionaries in accordance with Deng's speech),
149. Jurists Study Speech, supra note 142, at 10.
150. J. BRADY, supra note 22, at 160.
151. Id. at 161.
152. See id. at 159-63.
153. See, eg., Beiing Abuses Legal Rights to Arrest 'Rebels'" FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June
20, 1989, at 27 (indicating that authorities fully intend to ignore the provisions of criminal and
criminal procedure statutes).
154. San Francisco Exam., May 6, 1989, at Al, col. 2. Hu Yaobang was a reformist Com-
munist party leader, much admired by students, who had been ousted after the last set of
student protests in January 1987. San Francisco Chron., Apr. 15, 1989, at A13, col. 5.
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Deng's and Jiang's speeches, and Wang was not branded as a counterrev-
olutionary, he was probably not treated as an enemy-rather, his harsh
sentence may have been an example in an effort to discourage further
rioting on the part of students. While there is no death penalty stipulated
in the criminal code for Wang's crimes, 155 a supplementary decision of
the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress (Standing
Committee) provides for punishment greater than that which the crimi-
nal code specifies if a crime is particularly heinous. 156
Wang's sentencing set the tone for mass arrests and quick sentenc-
ing after Deng's speech. Until August 29, 1989, all who have been sen-
tenced in relation to the pro-democracy movement have been workers,
not students. 15 7 Those prominently sentenced to death and executed
through mid-June 1989 were convicted for crimes which ranged from
"destruction of state property"' 58 to "beating, smashing and looting,"'1 9
both encompassed within article 137 of the Criminal Code." Article
137 provides that the assembly of a crowd for beating, smashing, and
looting is a punishable offense, which is aggravated by article 150 to in-
tentional killing if injury or death results from the mayhem. 6' Where
public or private property is destroyed, perpetrators are also convicted of
robbery.'62 Thus, the death sentences of these workers is best explained
in a technical sense either by aggravation due to injuries or by the supple-
mentary decision of the Standing Committee. Nevertheless, it seems
highly unlikely that, out of crowds of thousands involved in demonstra-
tions, authorities could actually pinpoint a small amount of actual looters
deserving of execution. These executions are intended to deter any recal-
citrant souls from speaking out again.'
63
Reports of such sentencings and executions are unusually ambiva-
155. P.R.C. CRIM. LAW art. 105, at 156 (provides for sentence of three to ten years for
endangering the public security by various acts).
156. S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 211-12.
157. San Francisco Chron., Aug. 29, 1989, at A13, col. 5.
158. See NEWSWEEK, July 3, 1989, at 28-30.
159. Id.
160. P.R.C. CRIM. LAW art 137, at 161.
161. Id. arts. 137, 150, at 161, 164. Article 137 reads:
Assembling a crowd for "beating, smashing, and looting" is strictly prohibited. Who-
ever causes injury and disability or death through "beating, smashing, and looting"
shall be punished under the crime of serious injury or the crime of intentional killing.
In cases where public or private property is destroyed or forcibly taken and carried
away, in addition to the ordering of restitution or compensation, ringleaders shall be
sentenced under the crime of robbery.
a . art. 137, at 161.
162. Id
163. Cf. NEWSWEEK, supra note 158, at 28-29.
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lent on the issue of counterrevolution. 164 Despite Deng's and Jiang's
calls for no mercy for counterrevolutionaries and political education for
confused people and students, the evidence does not bring to light a co-
herent use of the criminal code to pursue a policy of two categories of
contradiction. Much of this lack of coherence is probably attributable to
official silence on the issue of arrests and sentencing. The current mix-
ture of politics and law in China is therefore unclear.
Despite Deng's seeming classification of student demonstrators as
people rather than counterrevolutionary ringleaders, a list of prominent
student leaders was issued by the government early after the Tienanmen
crackdown.1 65 These are ostensibly the handful of bad people responsi-
ble for the counterrevolutionary insurrection. Based on Deng's and Ji-
ang's speeches, the use of counterrevolutionary cdminal provisions
should be applied by Mao's "method of dictatorship" reserved for ene-
mies. Unfortunately for Chinese authorities, a number of these people
have escaped China, 166 making a single trial of the captured few some-
thing of an embarrassment.
Proceeding under the assumption that the workers executed to date
served deterrent and warning purposes to quell pro-democracy sympathy
among the less activist segments of the population, Chinese authorities
are quite sensibly pursuing criminal prosecutions for civil disturbances
rather than counterrevolutionary crimes.167 The unmistakable message
communicated by these executions is that dissent will not be tolerated
and legal norms will not be a hindrance to the swift execution of justice.
Executing those branded as counterrevolutionaries and so tried may
prove difficult, since a long-time tacit policy of the authorities seems to
limit the number of judicial killings for purely political offenses.
168
E. Implications for Chinas Future
The tools of political repression continue to exist in the Chinese
Criminal Code, both as crimes of counterrevolution and as seemingly
reasonable criminal statutes. Yet, it is difficult to discern a systematic
logic behind their use. Deng has apparently returned Chinese criminal
164. See "Criminals" Sentenced to Death in Be~iing, FBIS Daily Rep.- China, June 19,
1989, at 25, 26 (the court's sentence indicates that these were common criminals who took
advantage of the counterrevolutionary rebellion).
165. See San Francisco Exam., Jun. 13, 1989, at Al, col. 6.
166. Butterfield, Beifing Protesters Said to Flee to a Now Uneasy Hong Kong, N.Y. Times,
Jun. 30, 1989, at Al, col. I (nat'l ed.)
167. See supra text accompanying note 165.
168. S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 146.
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law, at least for the present, to the Maoist principle of two categories of
conflict, but little evidence of its effect exists. This lack of evidence may
be a result of extrajudicial sentencing and suppression of the political
dissenters. People arrested for disorderly conduct and public distur-
bances can be administratively detained for up to four years of re-educa-
tion through labor in special camps or underpopulated provinces. 69
This policy could explain the reports of thousands of arrests since the
Tienanmen crackdown and the corresponding lack of reports of
sentencing. 
170
If the authorities wish to try and sentence all those arrested, they
could do so swiftly according to the "Decision of Standing Committee of
the National People's Congress on the Procedure to Try Swiftly
Criminals Who Gravely Endanger Public Security of the Society."'
1 7 1
This decree enables the Chinese court system to prosecute particularly
dangerous criminals without adhering to the time consuming impedi-
ments of the Criminal Procedure Law.'7 2 Since simultaneous trials of
large numbers of people are relatively common in China, 173 if the author-
ities wished to try student demonstrators, they would have done so by
now.
Whether the authorities pursue swift trials or administrative deten-
tion against the arrested demonstrators, it can only be surmised that such
action is Deng's attempt at teaching those "people" who cannot tell right
from wrong. The execution of workers may signal a return to the Maoist
principle of "killing chicken to scare the monkeys,""7 4 a utilitarian
method of education by example.
As for the treatment of the actual counterrevolutionaries (Deng's
handful of bad people), perhaps realizing that the twenty-one named
leaders of the rebellion will never be rounded up,175 Chinese authorities
recently embarked on a series of separate trials of captured students and
other prominent dissidents.176 A harbinger of how justice is to be dealt
lies in the treatment of Zhang Weiping, the first student protester to be
169. See id. at 152-53; see also id. at 249-52; see also DEP'T OF STATE, supra note 3, at 766.
170. See, eg., Students Throughout China Fear Crackdown, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June
19, 1989, at 24; Purges, Arrests Continue Out of View of TV, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 27,
1989, at 21.
171. See S. Ln1NG & H. CIU, supra note 10, at 232-33.
172. See id.
173. DEP'T OF STATE, supra note 3, at 765.
174. See S. LENG & H. CHiu, supra note 10, at 25.
175. To date, nineteen have been reported arrested, and at least two have emerged outside
of China. San Francisco Chron., Aug. 29, 1989, at A13, col. 6.
176. See infra notes 177-183 and accompanying text.
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sentenced since the crushing of the pro-democracy movement. 177 Zhang
was sentenced to nine years in prison and three years deprivation of polit-
ical rights for the crime of counterrevolutionary propaganda and sedition
under article 102 of the Criminal Code. 17 This is the first clearly stated
use of the counterrevolutionary codes since the crackdown began. The
fact that Zhang's crimes, which include speaking falsehoods to the Voice
of America and painting caricatures of China's leaders that "wantonly
uglified" them,17 9 evoked a nine year prison term is probably indicative
of the harsh punishments promised to counterrevolutionaries by Jiang.
Zhang is not one of the enumerated twenty-one leaders, and apparently
played a minor role in the demonstrations. 180 Nevertheless, his sentence
of over five years is one reserved for "ringleaders or others whose crimes
are monstrous," 181 suggesting that he is actually an enemy of the state to
whom legal procedures do not apply.
More students and intellectuals were put on trial in January and
February, 1991. Again, the sentences have been relatively light com-
pared to the death sentences meted out to workers and, oddly, have gen-
erally been lesser than Zhang's. Wang Dan, who topped the list of
twenty-one counterrevolutionary leaders, was given only four years im-
prisonment: the average sentence for others who were willing to re-
pent. 182 Wang's sentence was typical of those handed down to the
younger student protesters, despite their prominent roles in the actual
protests. 18 3 The harshest sentences were reserved for a small number of
veteran revolutionaries and intellectuals, who have been designated as
the "black hands" behind the student protests.'84 Two of these dissi-
dents, Chen Ziming and Wang Juntao, were sentenced to thirteen years
of imprisonment each, though their crimes did not differ from the stu-
dents'. 85 Liu Xiaobo, a literary critic who in the early days of the tur-
moil had been painted by the authorities as a dangerous fascist
manipulator of students, 186 on the other hand, was surprisingly re-
177. Id. at A13, col. 5.
178. Zhejiang Student Sentenced for Spreading Rumors, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, Aug. 28,
1989, at 63.
179. San Francisco Chron., Aug. 29, 1989, at A14, col. 6.
180. Id. at A13, col. 6.
181. P.R.C. CRIM. LAW art. 102, at 155.
182. China: "Show Trials" End Without International Outcry, Inter Press Service, Feb. 14,
199 1, passim.
183. See Daily Telegraph, Jan. 7, 1991, at 12.
184. L.A. Times, Feb. 13, 1991, at A4, Col. 5.
185. Id.
186. See University Lecturer "Sinister Hand", FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 26, 1989, at
40-43.
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leased.18 7 The disparity between the sentences of students and intellectu-
als can only indicate that, though both may be counterrevolutionaries,
intellectuals are somehow more dangerous to, and thus enemies of, the
state. It is possible that, since Deng's and Jiang's speeches, the authori-
ties have quietly decided not to treat even the twenty-one students as
enemies, reserving that distinction for the "black hands." It is almost
certainly the case that one factor in the light sentencing of both students
and intellectuals has been the government's preservation of its interna-
tional image.188
An interesting quandary is raised by the fact that representative
workers have been given death sentences, while students and intellectuals
have been given relatively light sentences. This is perhaps indicative of
social applications of Chinese criminal law: exemplary sentences send
different messages to different segments of the population. 1 9 A theory of
the political uses of law follows from this. For example, workers, being
generally more acquiescent than angry intellectuals and less unified in
their goals, can be frightened into submission by the threat of death.
Workers as a class will not necessarily be alienated from the government
since those executed are not public figures or actual leaders of a coherent
movement. Conversely, the execution of a student leader could create a
martyr, triggering a whole new wave of protests from the leader's peers
and admirers. Forced re-education, however, may be much more of a
frightening prospect to a young ideologue than dying for his convictions.
Thus, the relative levity of student sentencing may indicate that the Chi-
nese leaders do not wish to alienate the educated cadres any more than
they already have. Similarly, this light sentencing might explain Deng's
reluctance to name the students an "enemy" class as a whole. Such a
policy of nonalienation would not only help stabilize a socially volatile
situation, but could reflect economic realizations by China's leaders: if
economic restructuring is to continue, 11° a patriotic and motivated edu-
cated class will be a necessity.19 Moreover, the Chinese government re-
alizes that in order to curry the economic favors of the West, and
especially Most Favored Nation status from the United States, it must be
187. Daily Telegraph, Feb. 7, 1991, at 10.
188. See generally China: "Show Trials" End, supra note 177, passim.
189. Cf S. LENG & H. CHIU, supra note 10, at 25.
190. See Deng's Speech, supra note 4; Jiang Zemin Outlines Future Tasks at Forum, FBIS
Daily Rep.: China, June 28, 1989, at 9. Both Deng's and Jiang's policy speeches indicate that
economic restructuring remains a priority, but that social restructuring on a populist level will
not be tolerated in pursuit of this goal.
191. See C. WING-HUNG Lo, supra note 27, at 54-59.
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politic in its pursuit of dissidents. 192
A new policy of tightening controls on dissent through the use of
law may be in the offing. Deng's and Jiang's speeches indicate a retreat
from the doctrine "all are equal under the law," and a return to their
political and socially discriminative application. The law is now being
used not only to protect and preserve party dictatorship over society, but
to mobilize mass support for continued party dictatorship. The crack-
down on the pro-democracy movement has been followed by a party me-
dia campaign unprecedented since the days of Mao in an attempt to
glorify Deng193 and vilify the elusive "handful of bad people."' 94 Citi-
zens have been encouraged to turn in known movement participants,
195
to study Deng's speech of June 9,196 and to heed the official party rewrit-
ing of the events which began and ended the recent uprising. 197 The du-
ration of the crackdown and heavy reliance on propaganda suggest that
the government desires to use mass arrests, detention and sentencing not
necessarily to protect the state, but simply to stir patriotism, fear, and
allegiance in the masses-a political agenda far removed from the impar-
tial application of the law.198
IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The recent changes in Soviet criminal antistate laws have been sub-
stantive, and although China's overtures are ideological in nature, they
also have a procedural effect. The current legal reform in the Soviet
Union is practical in nature, but the purely ideological regression in Chi-
nese law may have a greater long-term impact on the population than
would Soviet-type revisions. The marked difference between the two na-
tions, of course, is the direction of change. In the Soviet Union, move-
ment is towards less arbitrary, vague laws, and towards insuring greater
certainty in judicial application. 9 9 In China, due to a mere interpretive
192. Jiang Zemin, approximately one year after the crackdown on protesters, claims that
the authorities have completely given up their pursuit of students who participated in the pro-
democracy movement. This move has been generally interpreted as an attempt to lessen west-
ern hostility towards China. San Francisco Chron., May 21, 1990, at A15, col. 4.
193. San Francisco Chron., June 29, 1989, at A21, col. 2; A22, col. 1.
194. San Francisco Chron., June 13, 1989, at Al, col. 6.
195. Id.
196. Commentator Urges Study of Speech, FBIS Daily Rep.: China, June 27, 1989, at 11.
197. San Francisco Chron., Jun. 12, 1989, at Al, col. 6.
198. See Supreme Court Issues Circular on Speedy Trials, supra note 148. The Supreme
People's Court suggests to lower courts that they pay attention to publicity, select typical
major cases and extensively publicize them in an effort to encourage the masses to struggle
against counterrevolutionaries. Id. at 16.
199. See generally supra notes 30-102 and accompanying text.
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departure from the recent past, the intentional vagueness of statutory
wording and official pronouncements has led to widespread legal abuse of
the political actions of citizens."°
Legal reform in the Soviet Union is not coming directly from above.
Rather than the Communist Party dictating change, the Congress of
People's Deputies, an elected body of representatives, has managed to
demand reform. The Party political bodies were not nearly as eager to
embrace such reform. Despite its touted efforts to democratize Soviet law
and bring it into the realm of international norms,2"' the Presidium's
April 1989 Decree contained as much, if not more, potential for the sup-
pression of political expression than the laws it revised. The Pravda edi-
torials concerning the use of these amended laws against protesters in
Georgia, and the reckless abandon with which these protesters were sup-
pressed, show that elements of the Soviet political machine are far from
unanimous as to the extent, or even the concept, of legal reform.2 °" One
Pravda editorial, lamenting the demise of article 190(1), evokes fears that
a free press, unrestrained by the application of law, will become a danger
to the Soviet system and to glasnost. °3
While legal reform is the subject of political dispute in the Soviet
Union, in China there seems to be no such obstacle to unilateral reform.
With a mere hint at ideological retrenchment, Deng Xiaoping may have
single-handedly destroyed any reform in the criminal justice system
achieved in the last decade. The fact that vague references in a speech
can have such repercussions indicates that the criminal justice system is
generally a tool of the Communist Party, and that even substantive re-
writing of laws probably would have little restraining effect on a govern-
ment whose intent is to apply criminal prosecution on a political basis.
Without a powerful elective body, China may never follow the Soviet
example of legal reform independent of the interests of the Party.
The long-term effects of the People's Congress of Deputies' efforts
have yet to be determined. Whether the eradication of article 190(1) and
the substantial revision of article 70 of the RSFSR Criminal Code are
evidence of permanent change, incapable of unilateral revision by the
current regime or any succeeding it, probably depends on the permanent
character of the Congress of People's Deputies. The importance of the
200. See supra notes 103-199 and accompanying text.
201. New Decree Removes 'Uncertainties, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Apr. 11, 1989,
at 43, 44.
202. See supra notes 79-85 and accompanying text.
203. Excesses of 'Independent' Press Criticized, FBIS Daily Rep.: Soviet Union, Aug. 31,
1989, at 64-67.
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congressional decision lies in its influence on the law making process: this
elected body of officials can make suggestions to the Presidium, which
must be debated by the Supreme Soviet before the ratification of laws.
This process may hold great potential for the restructuring of the Soviet
legal system along more concise, less arbitrary lines.
Conversely, in China, the machinations for reform remain the mo-
nopoly of the ruling elite. Far from tolerating reformist views in this
tight circle, hard-line party cadres can usually dispose of dissenting mem-
bers. It is impossible to predict at this point the long-term effects of
China's apparent return to the principles of Mao Zedong and whether
these will be applied along wide-sweeping classist lines or simply along
political parameters until the current crisis is averted. However, criti-
cism of the Communist government will clearly not be tolerated from the
masses, and will in fact be punished harshly.
While such criticism seems to go unpunished in the Soviet Union,
and the laws directly implementing punishment for dissent have all but
vanished, article 74 and other laws useful in prosecuting antistate behav-
ior are still on the books. The continued existence of article 74 is particu-
larly pertinent given widespread political and nationalist unrest in the
Soviet republics. The use of article 74 and other laws seems to continue
to depend largely on the political objectives of the Soviet regime. While
greater tolerance of dissent may be a gratuity offered by the current re-
gime, there are no guarantees that the vague structure of remaining crim-
inal code articles cannot be used repressively again. :it may be hoped,
however, that the process to which articles 190(1) and '70 have been sub-
jected will be applied to the remainder of the RSFSR Criminal Code.
V. CONCLUSION
The startlingly different legal responses of the governments of the
Soviet Union and China to similar popular demands for reform under-
score the different directions the Communist governments are taking. A
major difference between the lawmaking process of the two nations is the
growth of political accountability in the Soviet Union and its total ab-
sence in China. The separation of powers added to the Soviet govern-
ment by the Congress of People's Deputies is in sharp contrast to Deng's
steadfast refusal to consider such a concept. 2 4
The direct result of this difference is that in the face of growing de-
mand for reform, China, still straddled with a system which implements
reform from above, has responded with harsh punishments and the effec-
204. See Deng's Speech, supra note 4, at 8.
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five denial of the right to make such demands. The Soviet Union, given
the opportunity to respond only from above, would apparently do so; but
having implemented a powerful elective body directly responsible to its
constituents, it is forced to consider the social effects of gratuitous legal
restructuring.
Whether the direction of one or both nations represents another his-
torical stage in the development of Communism remains to be seen.
Whether either nation will, or even should, reach a stage of development
in which it adopts a liberal Western system of criminal justice is beyond
the purview of this study. Nevertheless, it is clear that neither system
will remain static in this respect as governments re-evaluate their ap-
proaches to the complexities of governing creatures of free will and dif-
fering ideas.

